In this article we examine and "exapt" Wurzel's concept of superstable markers in an innovative manner. We develop an extended view of superstability through a critical discussion of Wurzel's original defi nition and the status of marker-superstability versus allomorphy in Natural Morphology: As we understand it, superstability is -above and beyond a step towards uniformity -mainly a symptom for the weakening of the category affected (cf. 1., 2. and 4.). This view is exemplifi ed in four short case studies on superstability in different grammatical categories of four Germanic languages: genitive case in Mainland Scandinavian and English (3.1), plural formation in Dutch (3.2), second person singular ending -st in German (3.3), and ablaut generalisation in Luxembourgish (3.4).
Introduction and defi nition
In Naturalness Theory the existence of so-called superstable markers (übersta-bile Marker) plays an important role.
1 Superstable markers such as the genitive ending -s in English and Mainland Scandinavian spread from their original class to other infl ectional classes without changing or destroying the infl ectional class systems. The term stems from Wurzel (1987) and ( 2 2001) and is defi ned as follows: Instead of a translation, we quote the corresponding defi nition in Wurzel (1987: 82-83) :
But categorial markers, as is well known, can also spread in the infl ectional system without the word concerned changing its membership in an infl ectional class, i.e. single markers are taken from one class to the other. This is always the case for markers of stable infl ectional classes which also occur in non-stable infl ectional classes. Thus, they exhibit a higher degree of stability than the stable infl ectional class as a whole and can be characterized as superstable markers. Superstable markers show a trend towards 'diverging' from the infl ectional paradigm and independently spreading more quickly and comprehensively than the infl ectional classes to which they belong. […] Cases where superstable markers are attached to infl ectional forms already having the respective categorial characteristics illustrate that the spreading of single markers follows non-proportional analogy and does not involve the basic lexical form, cf. die Junge-n 'the boys' > die Junge-n-s in analogy to die Mädel-s etc.
The spreading of superstable markers in infl ectional systems results in a kind of 'avalanche effect': Every spreading of a marker to a new infl ectional class further increases its degree of stability, which improves the preconditions for its transfer to still further infl ectional classes, etc.
As an example, Wurzel ( 2 2001) and (1987) cites the development of the genitive -s in Swedish, which originally only occurred in the singular of the masculine and neutral a-class (fi sk-s 'fi sh-gen.', skip-s 'ship-gen.'). First it spread into the masculine i-class as well as into the athematic class, where it replaced the old endings (rätt-ar > rätt-s 'dish-gen.', fot-ar > fot-s 'foot-gen.'). From there it moved into the class of kinship terms, and afterwards into all the remaining declension classes, including femini nes. Finally it extended from singular number into the plural (kvinn-or-s 'woman-Pl-gen.'). Although Wurzel emphasizes that superstable markers do not lead to a mer ger of infl ectional classes, it must be claimed that they cause at least a partial mer ger by diminishing the differences between two classes.
Thus, contrary to Wurzel's defi nition, we do not consider it necessary to constrain the term to cases where infl ectional class differences in paradigmatic slots other than that of the superstable marker are retained. Both situationssuperstability with and without retaining infl ectional classes -do not differ fundamentally, but only in the degree of defl ection (cf. also the case studies in 3.1 and 3.2). In spite of his strict defi nition, Wurzel (e.g. 2 2001: 180) implicitly assumes the same in his discussion of superstable -s in the genitive and plural of English nouns.
Wurzel adds the strength of superstable markers in defl ection as a further criterion: Superstable markers resist the elimination or reduction of morphology the longest.
In the following we will argue that the term "superstable marker" evokes false expectations. In our opinion, superstability marks the beginning of the end of morphological expression. Thus, superstable markers indicate quite the reverse concerning the category they express, i.e. they only indicate the weakness of the respective category. This will be shown by several examples: (a) the genitive -s in English and Mainland Scandinavian; (b) the plural formation in Dutch; (c) the spreading of the personal ending -st (2 nd sing.) in the verbal system of German; (d) a rather interesting case in Luxembourgish where the loss of the whole preterite was preceded by a complete generalisation of one ablaut class.
Allo morphs must be considered the counterpart of superstable markers, all of which symbolize the same meaning but have different forms, ranging from purely phonologically-conditioned and formally often (but not always) rather similar forms (e.g. the plural allomorphs in English) right through to completely different forms such as the many plural allomorphs in German, whose distribution depends on dif ferent factors (Neef 2000a,b) . Our second goal therefore is to demonstrate that allomorphy indicates highly relevant information and refl ects the strength of the respective catego ry.
This approach is aimed directly at infl ectional languages, of which infl ectional classes and allomorphy are defi ning properties. We do not apply the idea 'uniformity means categorial weakness' to agglutinating languages, of which uniformity is a decisive criterion : 113-116, Dressler & Kilani-Schoch 2005 .
Superstable markers versus allomorphs
In the framework of Naturalness Theory superstable markers constitute a step towards the second important, universally valid naturalness principle: uniformity. Uniformity refers to a one-to-one-relation between function and form. This is also regarded as an aim in morphological change. This principle could also be termed the "anti-allomorphy principle" because it leads to the elimination of heteromorphous conditions. If one of different allo morphs starts replacing others, more uniformity is created. The existence of superstable markers therefore indicates the effectiveness of the uniformity principle. If the superstable marker only occurs in semantically marked subsets of categories, constructional iconicity, the most important Naturalness principle, is also fulfi lled. The third principle, transparency, represents the mirror image of uniformity, meaning that one form (morph) only corresponds to one function (morpheme). Furthermore, this principle also includes morphotactic (formal) and morphosemantic transparency (fully compositional meaning). For further principles, cf. Dressler (2000) .
Superstable markers as a step towards uniformity should be omnipresent if uniformity really were an important ideal in morphology. Yet, there are many examples of rich allomorphy which do not show any signs of reduction, and even the creation of or increase in allomorphy can be observed. In order to "explain" the many instances of allomorphy, Wurzel ( 2 2001) developed systemdependent (language-specifi c) naturalness, an expansion of system-independent Naturalness Theory. This modifi cation often has been criticized because it allows contradictions to the universally valid concept.
Only rarely has the precise function of the underlying category been investigated or even questioned. The markedness concept is only concerned with intracategorial relations such as singular versus plural within the number category. One failure of Naturalness Theory is its neglect of the intercategorial dimension: Which categories are more important than others? Which deserve to be expressed morphologi cally and which ones syntactically? Which categories should be realized on special word classes? If such questions are asked, it becomes obvious that number is a completely different sort of infor mation than case, gender, and defi niteness. Here, the distinction between inherent (e.g. number) and contextual morphology (e.g. case) in the sense of Booij (1996) becomes crucial. The number category concerns the number of objects and is expected to be expressed on the respective words denoting objects themselves, whereas case expresses the semantic role of the denoted object(s) in the whole sentence. Thus, case works on the sentence level and number on the word level. This sort of diagrammatic iconicity has been best described by the relevance principle of Bybee (1985 Bybee ( , 1994 . The knowledge of this concept is taken for granted. The relevance aspect could be regarded as an important supplement to Naturalness Theory. Although Bybee does not explicitely correlate a high amount of allomor phy with a high degree of categorial relevance, we strongly emphasize such a correlation which is sketched in Figure 1 .
Thus, our claim is: A high amount of allomorphy refl ects a highly relevant category in the sense of Bybee (1985 Bybee ( , 1994 as well as a high degree of infl ectional strength in morpholo gy. Languages with a high degree of allomorphy are highly-infl ected languages and are not threatened by defl ection. Superstable markers, on the contrary, indicate the reverse: a small degree of relevance and/or the beginning of morphological simplifi cation which can (but need not) precede defl ection. Defl ection is always preceded by morphological simplifi cation but not every simplifi cation must lead to defl ection.
Thus, English still preserves number infl ection on the noun but it is well known that English, together with Afrikaans, belongs to the most analytic Germanic languages. Number is much more relevant for the concrete noun (often denoting countable objects) than case. After the separation of the case/number portmanteau inherited from Germanic, which, apart from Icelandic and Faroese, occurred in all Germanic languages, the less relevant case category was expressed by function words (such as prepositions) and/or eventually by syntactic means (e.g. by the pre-/postverbal position). The more relevant number category, however, continued as the only morphologically expressed category on the noun while the other nominal elements (determiner, adjectives) completely jettisoned their number infl ections. These facts on the syntactic level correlate perfectly with the reduc tion of plural allomorphs located on the paradigmatic level. The emergence of the sole (one) plural morpheme {s} (with three phonologically conditioned allomorphs [s] , [z] , and [ z]) presupposes an earlier emergence of a superstable marker (the s-plural can be traced back to the former masculine strong a-class). Considering the highly defl ectional state of English, even the rather uniform expression of number underlines the high relevance of this category. German, on the other hand, remained a highly-infl ected language. After the separation of case and number, which began as early as Old High German (around 800 a.d.) with the neutral iz/az-class (Wurzel 1992a) , case and number underwent extremely divergent developments: While case reduced its degree of allomorphy to the extent that it is no longer expressed morphologically (as, e.g., in the feminine), number's "stock" rose to new heights, a development which is termed Numerusprofi lierung (number strengthening) in German linguistics. Modern German has more plural allomorphs than Middle High German, i.e. the amount of allomorphy even increased, and, following Bybee's claims, is expressed closest to the lexical stem, often even inside the stem by stem alternations (umlaut). These cases of increased allomorphy are, however, not the main topic of this paper (for this topic cf. Nübling 2000 and . In the following, we want to document and discuss the emergence of superstable markers (and their subsequent development), i.e., we only provide examples for the leftmost end of the above scale. 2001: 140f.). The development of the s-genitive fi ts Wurzel's defi nition nicely because it shows a gradual spread from its original domain, the genitive singular of masculine and neuter (i)a-stems, crossing borders to non-competing classes (as early as Old Swedish to the masc. r-stem kinship terms, u-stems), later to other masc. and neuter classes, then to feminines (majority in 15th century) and fi nally to plural number and to pronouns. This process stretches from Runic Swedish (800) to Early Modern Swedish (-1732) and is most dynamic in later Middle Swedish (1375 Swedish ( -1526 . At the end of it, the s-genitive reigns in all infl ection classes in all genders and in both numbers of nouns and pronouns. For a careful and fi ne-grained analysis of the s-genitive's expansion see Norde (1997: 116-127) , which is the source of the chronology used here. Similar developments hold for English, Danish and Norwegian. All of these languages show a strong tendency towards defl ection.
Let us now look further to the point where Wurzel stops in order to show that the expansion of the s-genitive is only the shiny side of the coin, the fl ip side being the complete loss of the morphological category case. What Wurzel does not take into account is the change of domain for the s-genitive. Its spread correlates with its reanalysis from a case marker controlled on the morphological level towards a possessive phrase-marking clitic assigned on the syntactic level (cf. e.g. Norde 1997 for Swedish, Carstairs 1987 for English and Danish, and Johannessen 1989 for Norwegian).
In the following sections some pieces of synchronic evidence shall be introduced, supplied with some important diachronic milestones of the development (for detailed discussion see the references cited before). First, the s-genitive is no longer assigned on the noun itself, but rather attached to the right end of the nominal phrase (NP). The marking domain changed from word level to phrase level. The process is totally insensitive to word class, cf. the examples in (1). This loss of selectivity is a main criterion in separating less selective clitics such as the s-genitive, which can attach to virtually all word classes, from strictly selective affi xes such as plural allomorphs, which are constrained to the noun (cf. Zwicky & Pullum 1983: 503f.) . Thus, if we don't want to assume that all the word classes clitizised by -s in (1) infl ect for genitive case, we must admit that s-genitive is no more a marker of morphological case.
( Second, compared to affi xes, the s-genitive lacks morphophonological fusion with its hosts. It never alters the phonological shape of the host it is attached to. This criterion, too, separates it as a clitic from affi xes (cf. Zwicky & Pullum 1983: 503, 505) . The latter often modify the stem that they are bound to, which is a sign of a higher degree of fusion and leads to idiosyncrasies. Compared with fossilized lexical genitives after the preposition till (2a) or the linking -s in compounds (2b), the Swedish s-genitives never trigger shortening or devoicing (2c). In English the enclitic genitive 's does not lead to voicing of the stem fi nal consonant, while the affi xal plural -s does (3). In English, lack of fusion is also refl ected orthographically in separating genitive <'s> through an apostrophe. With respect to diachronic evidence for the reanalysis from a categorial case marker to an enclitic phrase marker, Norde (1997: 227) states that, fi rst, in Swedish only adnominal genitives adopted secondary -s. It never spread to lexical genitives (governed by prepositions or verbs). It is true that the latter disappeared at the end of the Old Swedish period, but by then phrase-marking genitives already occurred. Thus, Norde concludes "that the expansion of -s was not simply an instance of paradigm shift" (227). Second, the trend away from word-marking case also fi gures in the loss of internal genitive marking on defi nite nouns. In Old Swedish (1225-1375) the genitive was marked twice, both next to the stem before and after the defi niteness suffi x. The internal genitive fl exives were gradually abolished (4).
fi sh-def.-gen. "the fi sh in the bucket's fi n"
Third, in the development of the fi xed prenominal position of modifi ers in today's Swedish, genitive -s was the only marker which moved to the new position.
Although other genitive endings were still available, only the ending which had been reanalyzed as a phrase marker and thereby lost morphological status was movable (cf. Norde 1997: 229). The relative chronology of reanalysis and spread has been the subject of controversial discussion. The traditional account is that spread leading to uniformity was a prerequisite for the reanalysis as a phrase marker. The English data seem to confi rm this (see e.g. Carstairs 1987 after Jespersen, but cf. Norde 1997: 225) . But the Swedish data show the opposite chronology: Reanalysis as a phrase marker here precedes the massive spread of -s towards uniformity (cf. Norde 1997: 225f.). Group genitives already occurred when case marking still showed allomorphy. According to Norde (1997: 223f .) the genitive -s won out by having the best preconditions for reanalysis. It was most salient, never in danger of phonological reduction and unique as a case marker, showing no paradigmatic homonymy.
2 The other Swedish genitive allomorphs -a(r) and -a, which were reduced in several dialects, did not develop into phrase markers, but followed other less successful strategies when concordial case agreement was given up (e.g. genitive marking on adjectives).
But the differences in chronology do not weaken the main point: The seemingly superstable expansion of genitive -s actually refl ects the ultimate weakening and fi nal loss of the morphological category case. It is striking that the expansion of superstable genitive -s succeeded only in languages with general defl ection. In German, on the contrary, where case is marked by dependent and head constituents of the NP in interplay, -s has spread only moderately. This genitive case study provides evidence that superstable markers are signals indicating the weakness of a morphological category, and can thus be symptoms of defl ection.
Plural formation in Dutch
Although English nouns no longer exhibit any infl ectional classes (every noun forms the genitive and the plural by adding {s}), Wurzel ( 2 2001: 180) sees this as the effect of superstable markers, in this case of both endings (case and number). This shows that superstable markers can lead to uniformity, i.e. that they may ultimately cause the merger of different infl ectional classes (remainders of the other classes, such as oxen, children, mice, are considered as exceptions). Thus, English abolished its nominal infl ectional class system (ibd., p. 109). The dative and accusative cases and gender were completely eliminated. This direction of infl uence has been reversed and thus iconically refl ects categorial weakening. This is also confi rmed by the absence of any further plural marking in the whole NP.
German, on the contrary, has nine different native plural allomorphs, some of which even occur twice, both as an ending and as a stem alternation: Kuh/ Küh-e 'cow(s)', Haus/Häus-er 'house(s)'. The assignment principles are rather complicated (often even idiosyncratic) and strongly depend on one of the three preserved genders. This paradigmatic abundance is refl ected on the syntactic level: case, gender, and number are expressed repeatedly in the NP, especially on the article.
Dutch is rather interesting because it holds an intermediate position. Although it still preserves two genders (neuter and common gender), the distribution of the two productive plural allomorphs -s and -en is only conditioned by stress position and the fi nal sound of the stem (although they are not formally derivable from one another). Thus, a clear downgrading of the assignment principles has taken place. Umlaut has been eliminated (apart from stad/steden 'town(s)') but there are still some quantitative alternations left, such as
]gen 'day(s)'. The remaining NP only kept a few remnants of number and gender marking. The defi nite article, for instance, symbolizes gender only in the singular (het: neuter, de: common gender). In the plural, gender is neutralized, and the article is homonymous with the singular of the common gender, de. The completely uniform indefi nite article een has no gender distinction. As a possible conse quence, every noun (similar to English) has to form a clear plural, i.e. there are no zero plurals (contrary to German) except for semantic reasons (Booij 2002) .
Unlike English, Dutch chose the ending -en of the weak declension as its superstable marker. Later, the s-plural emerged and replaced many en-plurals, a process which is still ongoing today. If there are alternative plurals such as appelen and appels 'apples', the s-plural is the innovative one. Thus, one superstable marker was replaced by another. The actual distribution is rather clear: "-s after an unstressed syllable, -en after a stressed syllable" (Booij 2002: 24) . Polysyllabic words, especially those ending in [ ] + nasal or liquid, take -s, monosyllabic ones (or polysyllabic ones ending with a stressed syllable) take -en in order to produce trochees: dag/dag-en 'day(s)', but vogel/vogel-s 'bird(s)'.
The fl exive -en is the older one and spread from the weak declension (originally masculines and feminines) into the strong classes of all genders. This is partly demonstrated in Tables 1 and 2 (below). In some areas of the Netherlands, n after [ ] is not pronounced and therefore put in brackets.
As a further step, the weak endings spread on a huge scale to the strong classes with e-plurals. In the early stages strong case endings still existed in the singular. They were later jettisoned. With the elimination of the case system, it was only the plural which defi ned an infl ectional class. But since superstable markers do not cause a shift of infl ectional classes, the question arises of whether a superstable plural marker, which is already in the process of spreading, becomes obsolete only because some system-defi ning properties changed. We would argue strongly against this because the process in itself remains the same (cf. Chapter 1). Table 2 illustrates the further development of the en-marker. The strong neuters originally lacked a plural suffi x (woort/woort 'word(s)'). This explains why the superstable marker quickly spread into this class (Table 3) .
The same holds for the strong feminine i-class: Middle Dutch cracht/ cracht-e > Modern Dutch kracht/kracht-en 'power'. As already mentioned, the stem internal modifi cations (umlaut) which all occurred in this class, were eliminated (in Dutch only short a was umlauted to e). Here, Dutch chose the diametrically opposed path from the one taken in German, which used umlaut as a systematic means of plural marking by morphologizing it.
In Dutch, there remains an unproductive group of roughly 15 nouns with a double plural in -eren (going back to the Germanic neutral iz/az-class): kind/kind-eren 'child', kalf/kalv-eren 'calf ', ei/ei-eren 'egg', volk/volk-eren 'people', rad/rad-eren 'wheel', with d-epenthesis: hoen/hoend-eren 'chicken', been/beend-eren 'leg'. Their former plural suffi x -er was no longer interpreted as a plural morpheme, but instead of replacing it with -en, it was extended by the superstable marker. This form of so called double infl ection (Doppelfl exion) is, according to Wurzel ( 2 2001: 140), a good indicator for a superstable marker (he provides the double genitive marking in German (des) Buchstabe-n-s 'letter-gen.-gen.').
As early as Middle Dutch another plural marker arose whose origin is disputed: -s (cf. Philippa 1981 , 1982 , Marynissen 2001 . There was no Dutch declension class which produced this suffi x but it is assumed that Flemish neighbour dialects provided this new marker. It competed with -en and launched a career as a new superstable marker. Following the historical grammars, this plural began with agent nouns originally forming their plural with -e, then with -en, and fi nally with -s: Sing. ridder -Plur. ridd(e)r-e > ridder-en > ridder-s. Initially it only occurred in the nominative plural, then later in the whole plural. It then attached to non-agent words ending in -er (keiser-s), then to further nouns denoting persons (broe der-s), and fi nally to many other bisyllabic nouns (including all diminutives). The advantage of the s-plural is its brevity and its acoustic salience. It should be added that the afore mentioned alternations of stem vowel quantity only occur with plurals in -en
]gen 'day(s)'). Plurals in -s always correlate with an absolutely stable and uniform stem -a further indicator of their simplicity: They only consist of an additive marker without any infl uence on the stem. Today both suffi xes are productive but -s is stronger because it continues to replace -en. Afrikaans clearly confi rms this tendency by having much more plurals with -s than Dutch. Here, many monosyllabic words ending in a nasal or liquid can be suffi xed by -s, i.e. the formalization of the distribution has been extended, meaning that the assignment principles only depend on formal factors. As a further simplifi cation, Afrikaans completely eliminated its gender system (although even in Dutch, gender no longer affects plural formation). Thus, the connection between superstable markers and categorial weakening becomes obvious.
Second person singular ending -st in German
The third case concerns the verbal system of German 3 . In present German, the personal ending of the 2nd sing. -st is one of the few examples of a real uniform marker. This was different in earlier times. In Old High German, there were three different allomorphs, -st, -Ø, and -t. In the preterite of strong verbs the third ablaut stage was used and suffi xed by -i, which caused umlaut on the stem vowel. Here, one example from the third ablaut class, werfan 'throw', is provided: th /18 th centuries. The more frequent the verb form, the longer it resists analogical leveling. This is a clear indicator that superstable markers fi rst replace "weak" forms (with little lexical strength). After this change, -st was completely uniform. Altogether, it must be said that in German language history a clear weakening of the person and number category occurred. For instance, many person/number syncretisms emerged which were not only phonologically but also morphologically conditioned. On the other hand, mood and espe cially tense under went an extraordinary strengthening by increased allomorphy, often affecting the lexical stem. For instance, the different vowel (and consonant) alternations increased from OHG to NHG from roughly 10 to more than 40 types (for further detail cf. Nübling & Dammel 2004) . The spreading of the described superstable marker strongly supports this tendency of categorial person/number weakening.
Ablaut generalisation in Luxembourgish
The Luxembourgish verbal system provides examples for the expansion of superstable markers in both situations, the weakening of a less relevant category and category weakening under defl ection, which shall only be outlined here. As in German, a superstable second person marker -s spread to all classes in all tenses. The diachrony of this spread has not yet been investigated in detail, but seems to be similar to German outlined in 3.3.
Considering superstability as an indicator of category weakening, Luxembourgish was subject to preterite loss and kept only roughly twenty token-frequent preterite forms, mainly of strong and irregular verbs. Before the loss of the whole preterite category, however, the strong preterite forms generalized only one of the many ablaut vowels, namely -ou-, stemming from the 2 nd Germanic ablaut class, e.g. Lux. blouf 'remained', koum 'came', gouf 'gave', gesouch 'saw', goung 'went ' (cf. Werner 1990) . This subclass of strong verbs was not the most type-frequent one (lurking behind I and III) and should not have been very stable in terms of the Naturalness Theory framework. Nevertheless, this vowel has been completely generalized. This development is a case of weakening of only one category value. The highly relevant tense category as a whole, however, keeps a high amount of modifi catory allomorphy in present forms and perfect participles, e.g. goen -gaang 'go -gone', bleiwen -gebliwwen 'remain -remained'. A similar modifi catory marker spread also occurs in Dutch strong verbs (cf. Hempen 1988) . Thus, there really are examples for superstable modifi catory markers which confi rm the weakening of the respective category. Such cases are not as frequent as affi xal superstability but they do occur nevertheless. We therefore think that the concept of superstability should be extended to modifi catory markers.
Conclusions
The loss of allomorphy and the corresponding tendency towards uniformity that the spread of superstable markers leads to, is no sign of increasing Morphological Naturalness, but rather a symptom of category weakening. The higher cognitive costs to memorize a high degree of allomorphy are only worthwhile for very strong and relevant categories. In categories of minor relevance or in languages subject to defl ection, superstable markers spread, yielding lower memorizing costs. This also sheds new light on the status of uniformity as one of the most important Naturalness principles. If uniformity is linked to morphological weakness, it should be asked whether this principle should be regarded as a really desirable aim of morphological change: The abolition of morphology cannot be the aim of morphology.
In agglutinating languages, however, uniformity is a rather stable feature. Therefore, it is striking that infl ectional languages do not tend toward more uniform structures. This could be part of what Dressler (2000 Dressler ( , 2003 terms type-adequacy.
As a desideratum, we regard a more comprehensive defi nition of the term superstable marker which abolishes the condition that infl ection classes must be retained. Furthermore, the concept could be defi ned as gradual, yielding degrees of superstability. This would allow us to discuss marker spread between minor, irregular classes in terms of superstability, too. In addition, superstability should be applicable to spreading markers that belong to types of exponence other than affi xation (as shown in 3.4). More case studies of marker spread in different non-related language families are necessary. Last but not least, the fl ip side of the coin, the preservation and even increase of allomorphy, should be analyzed in detail and related to the questions which have been sketched in this article. 1 Wurzel ( 2 2001:209) also uses the term "over-stable marker". 2 However, paradigmatic homonymy didn't disturb the development in English towards superstable genitive and plural markers (both in -s). 3 German is usually subdivided in the following periods:
Notes
Old High German -OHG (750-1050) Middle High German -MHG (1050-1350) Early New High German -ENHG (1350-1650) New High German -NHG
